RHYTHM and SONG

Re-boot
Re-energise
and
Revitalise your students
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LEFT BRAIN

- Logic
- Analysis
- Sequencing
- Linear
- Mathematics
- Language
- Facts
- Think in words
- Words of songs
- Computation

RIGHT BRAIN

- Creativity
- Imagination
- Holistic thinking
- Intuition
- Arts (Motor skill)
- Rhythm (Beats)
- Non-verbal
- Feelings
- Visualisation
- Tune of songs
- Daydreaming
• Pitch
• Volume
• Stress tone
• Rhythm
• Pauses
• Exposure
• Universal
• Everywhere
• Builds vocabulary
• Social and historical context
• Highly motivating
• Raises language awareness
Count to 4
You Tube

Cymatics :
Science v Music

Nigel Stanford
Count On Me

Bruno Mars
You Tube
Paradise
Coldplay